I t is proven that under the assumption of independent references, the (apparently analytically and computationally intractable) expected LRU (least recently used) miss ratio with main memory size CAP can be approximated arbitrarily dosely by the (analytically and computationally tractable) expected working-set miss ratio with expected working-set size CAP, as the size of the database goes to infinity. Their common asymptotic value is given by a tractable formula involving integrals. An immediate corollary of the representation is the asymptotic independence of miss ratio from page size in the independent reference model and in some generalizations of this model. This result also has implications about the effect on miss ratio of variable or fixed partitioning of main memory, in case of multiprogramming. Furthermore, in certain database environments, we can answer the question as to how the size of main memory must vary in order to maintain the same miss ratio, when the size of the database increases. The methods of this paper are extended to give an asymptotic formula for the miss ratio under VMIN, the optimal variable-space page replacement algorithm under demand paging.
INTRODUCTION
A major difficulty in the mathematical analysis of computer system performance is the lack of analytically tractable formulas for page fault behavior in even some very simple models of page reference patterns. In this paper, we will give a solution to this problem in the case of the well-known LRU (least recently used) miss ratio [l, 151 in the simple, widely studied "independent reference model" [l, 4, 9, 123 in a paged, two-level storage hierarchy. The solution consists of replacing the LRU miss ratio formula by a tractable formula which we prove is close to the LRU miss ratio in this model for large database sizes.
There is another way to view the results in this paper. An important question about a multiprogrammed computing system is how to divide the main (first-level) memory among competing programs. One issue is whether there should be a fixed or a variable partition of main memory. When each program is operated under LRU memory management, then we have one example of a fixed partition of memory; when each program is operated under a working-set memory management policy, then we have a variable partition. So an analysis of the LRU vs the working-set miss ratio gives a comparison analytic results by using it. In addition, the formula contains so many terms (roughly nCA*, where n is the number of pages and CAP is the capacity), that it is impossible to numerically evaluate it (in the straightforward manner) for moderate size n and CAP except in the most trivial cases (such asp, = -* * = p , = I/n, where the formula collapses). We remark that Lenfant [14] has obtained another formula for the expected LRU miss ratio in the independent reference model. Lenfant's formula contains (n-CAP)2n terms, and it also seems analytically and computationally intractable. The expected working-set miss ratio (with window size T) [4] in the independent reference model is defined to be the probability that the page referenced at time t > T was not one of the pages referenced over the course of the previous T (not necessarily distinct)
references. It is easy to see that this value is independent of t , for t > T, and that the value is
if there are n pages with reference probabilities p , ,..., p, . For, p,(l -pJT is the probability that page i is the next page referenced, and that page i was not referenced during the previous T references. Another quantity of interest, the expected number of distinct pages to be referenced over the course of T references, or the expected working-set size, is since 1 -(1 -p#' is the probability that page i was referenced. Thus, if S( T ) = CAP, then the expected working-set miss ratio with expected working-set size CAP is M( r ) = of page size on the working-set miss ratio. There appears to be no way to obtain simiiar results about the LRU miss ratio by using King's formula.
M(S-l(CAP)). Note that M(S-l(CAP)
In this paper, we show that the expected working-set miss ratio with expected workingset size CAP is close to the LRU miss ratio with size of main memory CAP in a certain precise asymptotic sense. I n addition, we exhibit a formula, involving integrals, for their common asymptotic value. This formula depends on two factors: The shape of the cumulative probability distribution function (such as Zipf's law with a given skewness), and the fraction of pages which can fit in main memory. This formula, like the formula for the expected working-set miss ratio with expected working-set size CAP, is analytically and computationally tractable. We also give a formula (Section 4) for the asymptotic value of the expected VMIN miss ratio, where VMIN is the optimal variable-space page replacement algorithm under demand paging [17, 181.
We close this section with a brief digression on the independent reference model. The assumption that page references are independent can be justified in some cases, such as for archival store references [20] . In other cases, such as for program traces, there is a great deal of serial correlation between page references, and hence the independence assumption fails badly. However, even here, where the independent reference model does not apply, results about the independence reference model can yield interesting conclusions. For example, in [7] an argument is presented that if the LRU miss ratio is approximately independent of page size in the independent reference model, then the LRU miss ratio is approximately independent of page size in more realistic models also, in which page references have an "independent" component and a "sequential" component. Finally, as Gelenbe observes [9], results about the independent reference model have a more universal flavor than results about more realistic but more restricted reference processes.
SUMMARY OF RESULTS
Since we wish to discuss asymptotic behavior as the number of pages gets large, we need a canonical method for determining a probability distribution {p?), ..., p:)}, for each n. We proceed as follows.
Let F be a smooth: monotone increasing function with domain the closed interval [0, I], such thatF(0) = 0 andF(1) = 1. We will callF a cumulativeprobability distribution function. For each positive integer n, we can define a probability distribution { p r ) , ..., pp)> by setting
(2.1)
When n is fixed, we may write pi for p y ) . Of course, pi 3 0 for each i, and 2 pi = 1.
We will call {PI ,...,pn} the probability distribution determined by F (and n). In Fig. 1, we sketch the situation for n = 4.
Caution. The reader should not assume that going from, say, n = 4 to n = 8 means that we have doubled the number of pages by halving the page s u e , with the total number of bytes in the database remaining fixed. This will be the correct scenario for only one application of our results (the independence of miss ratio from page size, Section 5); it will not be the correct scenario in general. A better viewpoint is that in going from n = 4 to n = 8, we have doubled the number of pages while Ieaving the page size fined, which means that the total number of bytes in the database has doubled. Because the number of pages has changed (from 4 to 8), there must be a new probability distribution, and we have given a formula, or mechanism, for determining this probability distribution, through using a cumulative probability distribution function F which is assumed to always remain fixed.
Let Po be a real number, 0 < &, < 1. Intuitively, p,, will be CAP/n, where CAE' is the By "smooth," we mean continuously differentiable. To include the important Zipf's law case (Section 3), we will allow the possibility that F'(0) = CO. 
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capacity, or size of first-level memory (in pages) in the LRU case and the expected working-set size (in pages) in the working-set case, and where n is the total number of pages.
Denote by LRU(n, &, ) the expected LRU miss ratio in the independent reference model with probability distribution {pl ,..., pn) determined by F, and with capacity w o n ] . (By 1x1, we mean the greatest integer not exceeding x; similarly, r . 1 is the least integer not less than x.) We will show that LRU(n, /lo) converges to a value MISSW,) as n -+ 03. This result says that if the cumulative probability distribution function F and the fraction Po of pages which can fit in main memory are each held fixed, then the expected LRU miss ratio in the independent reference model converges, as the number n of pages goes to infinity.
Let WORK(n, Po) be the expected working-set miss ratio with expected working-set size [&n) . We will show that WORK(n, Po) converges as n + CO, to the same value This result says that if the cumulative probability distribution function F and the ratio Po of the expected working-set size divided by the total number of pages are each held fixed, than the expected working-set miss ratio in the independent reference model converges, as the number n of pages goes to infinity, and that the limiting value is the same as in the LRU case. In particular, WORK(n, Po) and LRU(n, Po), the workingset and LRU miss ratios, are close for large n.
We will now explicitly define the limiting value MISSOS,). Let 70 and po be new parameters, where 0 < r0 < 03, and 0 < po < 1. Intuitively, T~ will be T/n, where T is the window size and n is the number of pages. The parameter po will be the limiting miss ratio MISS(&).
We will demonstrate a natural one-one correspondence between Po's and 70)s, given by 
S(T + 1) -S ( T ) = M(T).
(2-7) Equation (2.7) can be verified directly (for the independent reference model) from (1.2) and (1.3).
We close this section with a more detailed explanation of the sense in which the normalized capacity" Po, the "normalized window-size" -r0 , and the limiting miss
where { p r ) , ...,pr)} is the probability distribution determined by F and n. Comparing Eqs. (2.8) with (1.2) and (1.3), we see that if T = r@ is an integer, then p(n, T~) is the expected working-set miss ratio, and P(n, T~) the ratio of the expected working-set size divided by the number of pages, when T is the window size (if T is not an integer, then these are interpolated values). We will show that An, r0) + p * (~o ) = pop as n -a,
as n -+ 00.
SPECIAL CASES
Zipf's Law. G. K. Zipf found that many naturally occurring probability distributions follow "Zipf's law" [21; 13, p. 3971, in which the probability zi that page i is referenced is where I3 is a positive constant (the "skewness"), and k is a normalizing constant chosen so that C zi = 1. For example, for the probability distribution of words in natural language texts, Zipf found that 8 w 1, and for the distribution of personal income, 0 w 0.5. The well-known "80/20 law" [ll] , which states that 80% of the references to a file occur to only 20% of the file (and that 80% of these references occur to only 20% of the top 20%, and so on), can be approximated by a Zipf's law distribution with It would be nice if for each skewness 6, there was an easily evaluable function ZIPF = ZlPF, such that ZIPFP,) were the limit (as the number of pages goes to infinity) of the expected LRU miss ratio for a Zipf's law distribution when the fraction Po of pages can fit in main memory.
If there was a cumulative probability distribution function F = Fo such that the Zipf's law distribution with n pages (and skewness 13) were exactly the probability distribution determined by F and n as before, then there would be such a function ZIPF: Namely, the function MISS = MISS, defined in Eq. (2.5). We will show in Appendix 1 that the function F: x -+ xl-, "almost" determines the Zipf's law distribution with skewness I3 (for 0 < 0 < l), and in Appendix 2 that this is good enough, that is, that ZIPF, = MISS,. By "almost" in the previous sentence, we mean that if {zr), ..., zF)> is the Zipf We can now obtain the asymptotic value (as the number of pages gets large) of the expected LRU miss ratio in the independent reference model with a Zipf's law distribution with skewness 0, when 0 < 8 < 1. Let /Io be the fraction of pages which can fit in main memory. Then the limiting expected LRU miss ratio is MISS(IS,) = p*(/3*-1(/30)), where To calculate MISS(/Io) numerically, find T~ by binary search such that then find po = p * (~~) , the limiting miss ratio.
= Is,, and Let us give a numerical exampIe.2 We will round off all results to four decimal places.
Let the skewness 0 be 0.5, and let Po be 0.6. From Eq. (3.2), we find that Po = 0.6 corresponds to T~ = 1.1403 (that is, P*(1.1403) = 0.6). From (3.3), we find that p*(1.1403) = 0.2902. So the limiting value MISS(0.6) is 0.2902. Thus, with a Zipf's law distribution with skewness 0 = 0.5, if 60% of the pages can fit in main memory, then the expected LRU miss ratio converges to po w 0.2902 as the number of pages gets large. In addition, the expected working-set miss ratio, where the expected working-set sue is 60% of the number of pages, converges to po . As an empirical confirmation, we can calculate the expected working-set miss ratio for various values of n, when the expected working-set size CAP is 60% of n (See Table I .) In the case of LRU, if tt = 10 and CAP = 6, then King's formula has over 30,000
terms and involves over 300,000 multiplications and divisions. When n = 100 and CAP = 60, then King's formula has (100!)/(40!) M 10110 terms, so of course direct computation is out of the question.
What about the case of Zipf's law when 0 2 1 ? We remark that in this case, there is a limiting miss ratio function ZIPFe as described earlier, and that it is degenerate: ZIPFeOS,)
is 1 if Po = 0, and 0 otherwise.
Arithmetic Probubility Distribution
Assume that a and b are constants (a nonnegative and b positive), and that
where k is a normalizing constant chosen so that Cy=lp:") = 1. Then we say that { p r ) , ..., pin:'> is an arithmetic probability distribution.
It is straightforward to check that the quantity pr' + .-. +${;in, converges to Po* as n -+ m, independent of a and b. Hence, all arithmetic probability distributions correspond to the cumulative probability distribution function F: x --f x2, in the same approximate sense that Zipf's law with skewness 0,O < 8 < 1, corresponds toF: x-+ XI-^.
So, the results of Appendix 2 imply that the limit (as the number of pages goes to infinity) of the expected (LRU or working-set) miss ratio as a function of /I, is MISS@,) = p*(/3*-*(/3,)), where
In the next section, we will make some observations concerning the expected A, miss ratio and the expected VMIN miss ratio in the case of an arithmetic probability distribution.
ASYMPTOTIC VALUES OF THE EXPECTED A, AND VMIN MISS RATIOS
A, is the optimal page replacement algorithm with no knowledge of the future in the independent reference model [l] . In the A, page replacement algorithm, if the capacity is CAP, then main memory always contains the (CAP -1) pages with the largest reference probabilities, along with the most recently referenced of the remaining (n -CAP + 1) pages. It is not hard to check that if F is concave (that is, if the derivativeF' is monotone decreasing; this corresponds to p, > p z 3 ... > p,) as it is in the Zipf's law case, then the limit (as n -+ co) of the expected A, miss ratio, when the fraction Po of pages can fit in main memory, is 1 -F(/3,); if F is convex, as it is in the arithmetic case, then the limit (as n -+ 00) of the expected A, miss ratio is F(l -/I,) (in the arithmetic case, F is convex, since for convenience we defined arithmetic probability distributions { p , ,..., p,} in such a way that p, < p, < ... \< p , .) VMIN [17, 18] is the optimal variable-space page replacement algorithm under demand paging. (By a demand-paging algorithm, we mean one in which a page may be brought into main memory only in the event of a page fault; however, a page may be removed from main memory at any time.) The VMIN algorithm, like the working-set algorithm, has associated with it a fixed window-sue T . When a page is referenced, it is brought into main memory if it is not yet present. If the page is not rereferenced within the next T time units, then it is immediately removed from main memory just after it is referenced; otherwise, it is retained in main memory, at least until when it is first rereferenced.
For a given value of T and a given page reference string, let M be the VMIN miss ratio, let VCAF' be the average number of pages in main memory under the W I N page replacement algorithm, and let WCAP be the average number of pages in main memory under the working-set page replacement algorithm (with the same window-size T.)
It will be convenient to "normalize" Eq. (4.1) by dividing both sides by n (the number of pages), to obtain VCAP/n = (WCAP/n) -((2--I)/n)M. ( 4 4 Let us now consider the independent reference model. Assume that we hold fixed a cumulative probability distribution function F. For each T~ (0 < T , < a ) , define where ! * and T* are defined in (2.4). From (4.2) and from the fact that the VMIN and working-set miss ratios with window-size T are equal (so M in (4.2) can be considered the working-set miss ratio), along with our discussion of P* and p* at the end of Section 2, it follows that if a "normalized window-size'' T~ is held fixed as in Section 2, then the expected value of VCAP/n converges (as n --+ co) to P**(T,), and the expected value of the VMIN miss ratio converges to P*(T,). It can then be shown (by analogy with (2.5)) that if we hold fixed a "normalized capacity" Po (which is the ratio of the expected number of pages in main memory under VMIN, divided by the number n of pages), then the expected VMIN miss ratio converges (as n + co) to p*(,!?**-l(/?o)).
Let us apply these results to Zipf's law example of Table 1 (where the cumulative probability distribution function F is given by F(x) = x O .~, and where the "normalized capacity" is 0.6). As we saw, the limit (as n + co) of the expected LRU and expected working-set miss ratio is p*(P*-l(O.6)) = 0.2902. The limit (as n + co) of the expected A, miss ratio is 1 -F(0.6) = 0.2254, and the limit of the expected VMIN miss ratio is ~*(P**-~(0.6)) = 0.0973. Thus, under a Zipf's law distribution with skewness 0.5, if the number of pages is large and if 60% of the pages can fit in main memory, then the expected LRU and working-set miss ratios are each approximately 0.2902, the expected A, miss ratio is approximately 0.2254, and the expected VMIN miss ratio is approximately 0.0973.
Since the formulas for B*(T,) and p * (~, ) in the arithmetic case can be written in closed form without integrals (formulas (3.4)), it is amusing to look at this case a little closer. As before, let MISSG6,) be the limit (as n ---f co) of the expected LRU miss ratio (and of the expected working-set miss ratio), let A,@,) be the limit of the expected A, miss ratio, and let VMINOS,) be the limit of the expected VMIN miss ratio. It can be shown by using (3.4) that as Po -+ 1 (which corresponds to T~ -+ co),
In particular, under an arithmetic probability distribution, if the number of pages is large and if a very high percentage of the pages can fit in main memory, then the expected LRU and expected working-set miss ratios are approximately double the expected A, miss ratio, which in turn is approximately double the expected VMIN miss ratio.
INDEPENDENCE OF LRU MISS RATIO FROM PAGE SIZE
From our results, it follows that asymptotically, LRU miss ratio in the independent reference model depends on two factors: The cumulative probability distribution function F and the fraction Po of pages that can fit in main memory. We will show in this section that this implies that LRU miss ratio in the independent reference model is approximately independent of page size if the size of main memory (in bytes) is held fixed, provided pages are blocked together in order of their probabilities of reference.
We will deal in this section with concave cumulative probability distribution functions F. Let {pl ,..., p,} be the probability distribution determined byFand n (sop, > ... >p,, ,
by concavity ofF). Let LMISS be the LRU miss ratio in the independent reference model with probability distribution { p , ,..., p,} and with capacity CAP pages. Under our previous terminology, LMISS is LRU(n, (CAPIn)). We will now consider the effect of moving all data in blocks, each of which contains B pages. Our rule for block formation is to combine the B pages with the highest probabilities of reference into one block, the B pages with the next-highest probabilities of reference into a second block, and so on. Assume for convenience that B divides both n, the number of pages, and CAP, the capacity.
Since p , > * * * 3 p , , the blocked case amounts to dealing with the independent reference model with probability distribution {u, ,..., unIB}, where u, = p1 + ... + p B , u2 = pB+* + ... + p,, , etc. But then {ul ,..., unIB} is simply the probability distribution determined by F and n/B. Let LMISS* be the LRU miss ratio in the independent reference model with probability distribution {ul ,..., unIB} and capacity CAP/B blocks (CAPIB blocks contain the same number of bytes as CAP pages, and this is the quantity we hold fixed in comparing the blocked and unblocked cases). Under our previous terminology, LMISS* is LRU((n/B), (CAPIn)). If n (and n/B) are sufficiently large, then LMISS and LMISS* are each as close as desired to the asymptotic LRU miss ratio with cumulative probability distribution function F and with Po = CAP/n. Hence, LMISS M LMISS*, that is, the LRU miss ratio in the blocked and unblocked cases are approximately the same.
New let WMISS and WMISS* be the expected working-set miss ratios in the unblocked and blocked cases with expected working-set sizes CAP pages and CAPIB blocks, respectively. Under our previous terminology, WMISS = WORK(n, (CAPIn)) and M I S S * = WORK((n/B), (CAPIn)). By the same argument as above, we find that WMISS m WMISS*. Indeed, it was proven in [7] that if C = CAP/B is the expected working-set size in blocks, then I WMISS -WMISS* 1 < (2/C) + (33/C2).
In [7] an argument is presented that if LRU miss ratio is insensitive to page size in the independent reference model, then the same insensitivity is to be expected in more realistic models of page reference strings, in which page references have an "independent" component and a "sequential" component. (In addition, some justification is given there to the assumption that pages are blocked together in order of their reference probabilities.)
Hence, the results in this section hold under less restrictive assumptions than those of the independent reference model.
EXTENSION TO A MODEL WITH LOCALITY
Several papers [3, 16] have dealt with the difference between LRU memory management and working-set memory management. Under multiprogramming, if each program is managed by LRU, then this is a fixed partition of main memory; if each program is managed by a working-set memory management policy, then this is a corresponding variable partition of main memory. By the results in this paper, in the independent reference model the miss ratios in the two cases get arbitrarily close as the number of pages gets large. We will now generalize this result to a model (due to Easton [5] ) with "locality of reference" [4] .
Easton's model is given by a first-order Markov chain. If there are n pages, then there are n + 1 parameters, Y, p, ,..., p , , all lying between 0 and 1. Assume that page i was referenced a t time t . At time t + 1, the process goes into "rereference" (or "sequential") mode with probability r, and page i is rereferenced. With probability (1 -r ) , the process goes into "random" mode, and page j is referenced with probability (1 -y)pj, for 1 \<j < n (including the casej = i). Thus, if Qij is the probability that pagej is referenced at time t + 1, given that page i was referenced at time t, then Easton found [5] that with an appropriate choice of parameters, if capacities are reasonably large, then his model gives a good fit to the LRU miss ratio curve of the database portion of the IBM Advanced Administration System (A.A.S.) [19] , a large database system. Intuitively, this model "works" because if the page size is large enough, then locality can be approximately captured by rereferences to the same page.
It is not hard to see that the expected LRU miss ratio in Easton's model is (1 -I) times the expected LRU miss ratio in the underlying independent reference model, where r is the probability of going into "rereference" mode. This is because rereferences do not change the LRU stack. Also, the expected working-set miss ratio in Easton's model gets arbitrarily close to (1 -Y) times the expected working-set miss ratio in the underlying independent reference model, as the number of pages gets large. This latter result follows by obtaining formulas for Easton's model analogous to p(n, TJ and j3(n, 7 , ) of (2.8), and expressing the limits as integrals. Then the limit (as n ---f co) of the expected working-set miss ratio in Easton's model turns out to be (1 -r ) MISS@,), where MISS@,) is as before.
So the asymptotic equivalence of the LRU and working-set miss ratios in the independent reference model carries over to Easton's model.
We conclude this section with another application of our results. Assume that we have a database (such as that of A.A.S., mentioned earlier in this section) for which Easton's model gives a good fit to the LRU miss ratio curve. Assume that there is reason to believe that as the database grows (that is, as the number of pages increases, with the page size remaining fixed), it happens that proximately the same, and curve, with the parameter Y of Easton's model remaining approximately the same.
(1) (2) the shape of the cumulative probability distribution function remains apthe appropriate Easton's model again gives a good fit to the LRU miss ratio As for assumption (l), we will assume in particular that (1') the cumulative probability distribution function is based on Zipf's law with skewness 0 M 0.86, which corresponds to the "80/20 law" (see Section 3).
As for assumption (2), it is not unreasonable to assume that the parameter Y remains about the same, since T is roughly a measure of sequentiality within a typical page, and hence should remain more or less constant if the applications and database organization do not change very much.
An interesting question is how the size of main memory must vary in order to maintain the sape miss ratio. 
FURTHER EXTENSIONS
There are various further directions in which the results of Section 2 can be extended. We remark briefly on three such generalizations without giving details.
(1) Page sizes need not be all equal. This corresponds to dividing the x axis in Fig. 1 into n intervals whose lengths need not be equal (however, as n --f CO, the maximum interval length must go to 0). All asymptotic results go through easily.
(2) The LRU page replacement algorithm may be generalized to allow page fixing, in which certain key pages always remain in main memory. This corresponds to allowing cumulative probability distribution functions F for whichF( 1) < 1. Again, all asymptotic results go through, with certain natural modifications, such as changing the limits of integration.
(3) Under our definition of a cumulative probability distribution function F, the derivative F' is continuous and finite (except possibly F'(0) = CO.) We can drop all finiteness restrictions on F : Thus, F is allowed to be infinite at any number of points.
The essential reason that all of our results still hold is that every monotonic function (in our case, F ) has a finite derivative except on a set of measure 0 [2, p. 1341.
PROOFS
In this section, we prove that if the cumulative probability distribution function F and the fraction Po of pages that can fit in main memory are held fixed &lo is the capacity divided by the total number of pages), then the expected LRU miss ratio converges, as the number of pages goes to infinity. In addition, we show that the expected working-set miss ratio, when Is, is the expected working-set size divided by the number of pages, also converges to the same limit, as the number of pages goes to infinity. Their common limit is shown to be p*@?*-l@?o)), where
e-+'(x) dx, 0 < T~ < CO.
Let F be a cumulative probability distribution function, and -r0 3 0 a real number. Let { p r ) , ...,pr)} be the probability distribution determined by F and n. As in (2.8), 
Proof. We first prove (8.1). Statement (8.1) is trivially equivalent to
Due to technical problems which arise in caseF'(0) = co, it is convenient to show that for each 6, with 0 < 6 < 1,
(8.4) (~/ n )
(I -p ? )~ -+ la e-+'(z) dx, as n+ co.
i-LSnJ+I
Then (8.4) is sufficient to prove (8.3), since it is easy to verify that the left-hand side of (8.4) differs from the left-hand side of (8.3) by at most S (since (1 -$,) .on < I), and that the right-hand side of (8.4) differs from the right-hand side of (8.3) by at most 6 (since for some ci with ((i -l)/n) < bi < (i/n).
We will show in Appendix 3 that for each closed bounded set B, 
1(1 -(+)).on
-e-Tob I < E .
In particular, if we define We will now prove (8.2). Statement (8.2) says Let 6 be arbitrary, 0 < 6 < 1. We will prove that Then (8.11) implies (8.10). For, the left-hand side of (8.11) differs from the left-hand side of (8.10) by at most x : : ' pjn), which is bounded by F(S), which goes to 0 as S goes to 0. And, the right-hand side of (8.11) differs from the right-hand side of (8.10) by at most S/e, since the maximum possible value of F'(x) e-F'(z) (or of ze+ for arbitrary 2) is I/e, by elementary calculus.
We will now prove (8. , In Theorem 1, we held r0 fixed. However, we are really interested in holding Po fixed. As before, define WORK(n, Po) to be the expected working-set miss ratio with expected working-set size &nJ, over the probability distribution {$jn), ..., $An)} determined by F and n. We can now prove that WORK(n, Po) converges to MISSCB,) = p*@*-*@,)), as the number n of pages gets large.
I THEOREM 2.
Proof.
WORK(% Po) -+ MISS(Po), as n -+ CO.
For each positive integer n, find r, such that The fact that T , converges is implicit in the proof in [7] . We will now demonstrate that (8.15) is sufficient to prove the theorem.
Pick E > 0. By continuity of p*, we can find 6 > 0 so small that
By Theorem 1, with -rO -6 playing the role of T~, we know that
Hence, we can find N so large that if n > N , then as n + 00.
p(n, 7 0 -6) < P*(TO -6) + c-
By (8.15) we can also assume that N is so large that if n > N, then < P*(TO) + 2% by (8.16).
We can substitute WORK(n, Po) for p(n, 7,) in (8.19 ) by (8.14), and we can substitute MISSOS,) for P*(T~) by definition of T~. We then obtain WORK(n,,Bo) < MISSCB,) + 2~. So for n sufficiently large,
By (8.22 ) and (8.24), there is some integer N such that
We can also assume that N is so large that < Uwl/N by (8.27 ). This is a contradiction. 1 (8.24) (8.25 ) (8.26) (8.27) As before, define LRU(n, Po) to be the LRU miss ratio with capacity [ 13, , n] over the probability distribution {@I, ..., p r ' } determined by F and n. We will now prove that LRU(n, Po) converges to MISS@,) = p*(fl*-1(j30)), as the number of pages gets large.
We begin with a lemma, which is due to Easton [5] .
LEMMA 3 (Easton) . Under working-set memory management in the independent refmeme model with npages, the variance in the size of the working set is bounded above by n/4.
Proof. Let T be the window size, and consider the process in which there are T independent page references.
Let X be a random variable which is equal to the number of distinct pages referenced over the course of the T references. Thus, X is the working-set sue. We went to show that the variance V ( X ) of X is bounded above by n/4. Let X i , 1 9 i < n, be a random variable which is 1 if page i is in the working-set (that is, if page i appears in the course of T references), and 0 otherwise. So X = XI + * --+ X,, . Let Ai be the event that page i occurs. So, E(Xi), the 
since if page i appears, then this lessens the probability that pagej appears.
So from (8.28), (8.29), and (8.30), we find that V(Xl + *.-+ Xn) < 4 4 , as desired.
Remark.
I
If p, = ..-= pn = l/n, and T = [(In 2)nJ w 0.693~1, then the variance in the size of the working set can be shown to be arbitrarily close to n/4 for n sufficiently large. Assume also that n is sufficiently large that both n > l/(P€) (8.34) and also that if (9, ,..., pn} is the probability distribution determined by F and n, then max(P1 ,-**,Pnl < 6- (8.35) Consider the following process, which we will call Process (*). B is the event that the (Tbig + 1)st reference already appeared among the first Tbig , in Process (*).
C is the event that just after there have been CAP distinct pages referenced for the first time, the next reference is to one of the CAP pages that has already appeared, in Process (*)-Then P r [ q is the LRU hit ratio with capacity CAP, that is, (8.37) by (8.35 ) and a simple argument,
P~[BJ
by (8.33 ),
We will now show that A is a likely event. Consider again Process (*) defined earlier, and let X be a random variable whose value is the number of distinct references among the first Tbig . The expected value E(X> is
by (8.32). Hence,
by , (8.39) Now for the event -A to occur, X must take on a vaIue smaller than CAP = p0nJ. Therefore, by (8.39) it follows that for event -A to occur, X must differ from E ( X ) by at least n 0/2. Hence,
by (8.34). That is, the LRU miss ratio and the appropriate corresponding working-set miss ratio get arbitrarily close, as the number of pages gets large.
APPENDIX 1
We will show that if 0 < 0 < 1, then the function F x -+ xl-e corresponds to the class of Zipf's law distributions with skewness 0, in the sense that if {.zp), ..., z r ) } is the Zipf's law distribution with skewness 0 and with n pages, then for each Po, with 0 < Po < 1, i=l For,
If we multiply NUM and DENOM each by nl-e and regroup, we find that
Now NUMl is an approximation to the Riemann integral s2 re dx, where the interval
is broken into subintervais of length l/n. So,
80
N U M l + k x-'dx, as n-+ co.
Similarly,
as n+ co.
If we evaluate these integrals, we find
The assumption that 0 < B < 1 is used implicitly in the evaluation of the integrals, since NUMl and DENOMI are infinite for B
We remark that in addition to the previous proof, there is a simple intuitive reason why the functionF: x + xl-@ approximately gives a Zipf's law distribution with skewness B (0 < 0 < 1)-Let { p , ,...,p,} be the probability distribution determined by F and n.
by the Mean Value Theorem,
which is proportional to i-e for fixed 0 and n.
APPENDIX 2
In this appendix, we sketch the proof of a theorem which generalizes Theorems 2 and 4.
Assume that for each n, we have a probability distribution {$I, ..., zr)} such that zr' 3 z r ) 3 --. 2 zr). Assume that F is a cumulative probability distribution function for which for each Po with 0 < Po < 1.
Define L(n, Po) to be the expected LRU miss ratio for probability distribution {zr), ..., z:")) when the capacity is &n]. Define W(n, Po) to be the expected working-set miss ratio for probability distribution {zr), ..., ~r ) } when the expected working-set size is [&,n] . Let MISS = MISS, be as defined earlier (2.5). This theorem, which we invoked in Section 3, is a generalization of Theorems 2 and 4. It is also convenient to generalize Theorem 1, as follows. By analogy with p(n, T~) and p(n, T~) in (2.8), define pl(n, T~) and B ( n , T~) as Thus, if T = TG is an integer, then h ( n , T~) is the expected working-set miss ratio with window size T over probability distribution {zy), ..., z;")}, and Pl(n, T~) is the expected working-set size divided by the number n of pages. In both cases, if T is not an integer, then these are interpolated values.
Define p* = pF* and /3* = BF* as in (2.4).
Theorem 1 generalizes as
as n-+co, as n -+ co.
Then Theorem 6 follows from Theorem 7 by &-.nost the identicr-proof that Theorems 2 and 4 follow from Theorem 1. It remains to prove Theorem 7.
We will now state the key lemma by which the proof of Theorem 1 can be modified to prove Theorem 7. Since z r ) 3 zp) 3 * * * 2 z:), it is possible to define a (smooth)
concave cumulative probability distribution function Fn which "passes through" these points, in the sense thatF,,(i/n) -Fn((i -I)/n) = z?), for 1 < i < n. Thus, {zr), ..., z r ) } is the (unique) probability distribution determined by F,, and n. It follows fairly easily that since each F,, is concave, so is F. We will now show that F,,' converges pointwise toF' on (0, l), as n + 00. Assume not. Let x , be a point, 0 < x, < 1, such that Fn'(xo) does not converge to F'(x,), as n -+ 00. Then there exists E > 0 such that either Fn'(xo) > F'(x,) + E , for infinitely many n, (A2.6) or forward. Similarly (A2.4) follows, and Theorem 7 is proven.
F,'(xo) < F'(xo) -E ,
for infinitely many n.
(-42.7)
Assume that (A2.6) holds; the proof if (A2.7) holds is very similar. Let BAD = {n: F,'(x,) > F'(x,) + E}; by (A2.6), BAD is an infinite set. It is easy to see geometrically (see Fig. 2 ) that it is possible to find < E, and y1 > F(x,) so close to F(x,),
that the line L through (x, , yl) with slope F'(xo) + E , intersects the graph of F twice.
Let x, and x, be the x values of the intersection of F and L, and let x3 be arbitrary, subject only to x, < x, < x, . Find N so large that Fn(xo) < yl for each It > N; this is possible since Fn(xo) -+ F(x,) as n -03. Let BADl = {n > N n E BAD). Now if n E BADI, then F,'(x,) > F'(x,) + E 2 F'(x,) + = I,'(%,). So if n E BAD1, then the tangent line to F,, at x, is steeper than L, and hence lies completely below L for 0 < x < x, . But F,, , being concave, lies below its tangent line. Hence F, lies below L for 0 < x < x, , that is, F,(x) < L(x) for each n in BADl and each x between 0 and xo . In particular, We close Appendix 2 by a proof of Lemma 9.
Proof. Assume without loss of generality that the closed interval is [0, 11. Pick E > 0.
Since G is continuous on [0, 13, it is well known that G is uniformly continuous on [O, 11. It is clear that G is monotone decreasing since each G, is. In this appendix, we will prove the following lemma, which is utilized in the proof of Theorem 1. LEMMA 10. Let B be a closed, bounded set. Then (1 -(b/n) .on --f e-% as n 3 03, un;f.rmly over all b in B.
Proof. Pick E > 0. Let Bl = (ecb: b E B). By uniform continuity of the function x -+ xTo on closed bounded sets, we can find 6 > 0 such that I y -x l < S a n d x E B , * l y T~-x T~1 < E .
(A3.1)
We will now show that (1 -(b/n))n -+ e-b as n --+ co, uniformly over b in B.
( A 3 4
This is sufficient to prove the result of the lemma, because if n is sufficiently large, then 
